
RUGGED COMBO 
KEYBOARD CASE
920-009320  
(Rugged Combo 3)
920-010341  
(Rugged Combo 3 Touch)
920-011133  
(Rugged Combo 4)
920-011130  
(Rugged Combo 4)
Protect student iPadⓇ devices and 
enable more productivity. Rugged 
Combo’s stackable feature allows 
for easy tracking without the 
rummage. 

ZONE LEARN WIRED 
HEADSET
981-001372  
(3.5 mm AUX, On-ear)
981-001389  
(3.5 mm AUX, Over-ear)
981-001367 (USB-C, On-ear)
981-001383 (USB-C, Over-ear)
With audio drivers tuned for vocal 
clarity and optimized for digital 
learning applications, Zone Learn 
enables sustained focus and clarity. 
Headsets are packaged in individual 
storage bags with space to write 
students’ names for easy tracking.

LOGITECH PEN
914-000065
Unleash student potential with 
this USI-enabled Chromebook 
stylus that helps them express 
knowledge in meaningful ways. 
This rechargeable stylus ships in a 
convenient education-specific, 10-
pack with serial numbers included 
on each package.

LOGITECH CRAYON
914-000078 (USB-C)
914-000031 (Lightning)
Pixel-perfect precision is now in 
the hands of students. Powered by 
Apple Pencil technology, this quick-
charging stylus helps students write 
naturally and draw confidently. 

Supercharge  
Your School’s IT Team 
Give busy IT teams a boost with time-saving edtech 

The challenges school IT staff face require innovative product designs and a deep 
understanding of school needs. From organizing inventory to equipping staff, 

educators and students with reliable tech, Logitech can help tech experts ensure 
the school year is a success with tools that make their days less hectic.

STREAMLINE INVENTORY AND SIMPLIFY MANAGEMENT

Logitech offers easy-to-clean, plug-and-play products designed for durability and increased 
value by reducing replacement needs. Our rugged, school-friendly solutions feature packaging 

designed to help IT administrators quickly deploy and easily track inventory.  



RALLY BAR VIDEO 
CONFERENCING 
SYSTEM 
960-001485 (Rally Bar Huddle)
960-001336 (Rally Bar Mini)
960-001308 (Rally Bar)
960-001225 (Rally Plus)
Premium, ultra-HD class of 
conference cameras compatible 
with all major video platforms. Run 
video conferencing applications 
directly on the device — no 
computer or laptop required. 

SCRIBE WHITEBOARD 
CAMERA
960-001332
Scribe empowers all learners to 
participate fully by broadcasting 
unobstructed whiteboard content 
in classrooms and hybrid learning 
environments. This AI-powered 
whiteboard is complete with cable 
retention features and options to 
route cables up, down, or through 
the wall for clean and confident 
installations.

M325 WIRELESS 
MOUSE
910-006062
*Also comes in a variety of colors

Wireless mouse that allows 
teachers to easily scroll through 
content and get to the point.

M650 WIRELESS 
MOUSE
910-006250  
(Graphite Signature M650)
910-006231  
(Graphite Signature M650 L)
910-006234  
(Graphite Signature M650 L LEFT)
*Also comes in a variety of colors

SilentTouch technology and 
SmartWheel scrolling help teachers 
quickly and quietly scroll through 
content. 

K400 PLUS WIRELESS 
TOUCH KEYBOARD  
920-007119
Quiet, easy-to-use keyboard with 
an integrated touchpad for total 
control of any TV-connected PC.

SPOTLIGHT 
PRESENTATION 
REMOTE
910-004654 (Slate)
910-004860 (Gold)
Advanced digital pointer designed 
to keep people engaged whether 
in-person, remote or in a hybrid 
setting.
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COMPATIBLE TOOLS FOR COLLABORATIVE 
AND INTERACTIVE CLASSROOMS

EMPOWERING EDUCATORS WITH USER-FRIENDLY EDECH

Set up classrooms efficiently and keep them running with tools designed for broad 
compatibility and clean installation, reducing IT storage trips and classroom set up time.

Ease the burden on IT and save time with user-friendly features that 
allow educators to turn on devices and use right away.


